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ABSTRACT
On 2019 August 14, the Advanced LIGO and Virgo interferometers detected the gravitational wave
(GW) signal S190814bv with a false alarm rate of 1 in 1025 years. The GW data indicated (with
>99% probability) that the event had M1 ≥ 5 and M2 ≤ 3M, suggesting that it resulted from a
neutron star–black hole (NSBH) merger (or potentially a low-mass binary black hole merger). Due
to the low false alarm rate and the precise localization (23 deg2 at 90%), S190814bv presented the
community with the best opportunity yet to directly observe an optical/near-infrared counterpart to
an NSBH merger. To search for potential counterparts, our collaboration (GROWTH) performed
real-time image subtractions on 6 nights of public Dark Energy Camera (DECam) i- and z-band
images that were acquired in the three weeks following the merger. The images covered >98% of
the integrated probability area. Using a worldwide network of follow-up facilities, we systematically
undertook spectroscopy and imaging of potential counterpart candidates discovered in the DECam
data. Combining these data with a photometric redshift catalog that is >97% complete in the volume
of interest, we ruled out each candidate as the counterpart to S190814bv. Here we present deep and
uniform photometric limits on the optical emission associated with the event. For the nearest consistent
GW distance, radiative transfer simulations of NSBH mergers constrain the ejecta mass of S190814bv
to be Mej < 0.04 M at polar viewing angles, or Mej < 0.03 M if the opacity is κ < 2 cm2g−1.
Assuming a tidal deformability for the neutron star compatible with GW170817 results, our limits
would constrain the BH spin component aligned with the orbital momentum to be χ < 0.7 for mass
ratios Q < 6.
1. INTRODUCTION
Mergers of binaries containing neutron stars and
stellar-mass black holes (NSBH mergers) have long
been theorized as potential sites of r-process nucle-
osynthesis (Lattimer & Schramm 1974), that should
be detectable by networks of laser interferometers as
gravitational wave (GW) sources (Abadie et al. 2010),
potentially harboring optical counterparts (Metzger
& Berger 2012) that could be used to help constrain
the equation-of-state (EOS) of dense nuclear matter
(Geesaman 2015), measure the Hubble constant H0
(Schutz 1986), and probe radiation hydrodynamics in
asymmetric conditions and the limits of nuclear stability
(Ferna´ndez & Metzger 2016). On 2019 August 14, the
LIGO and Virgo interferometers detected S190814bv,
the first high-confidence GW signal associated with
an NSBH merger (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
and the Virgo Collaboration 2019a,b), confirming that
NSBH mergers exist and that they produce gravitational
waves.
∗ Hubble Fellow
† Moore-Sloan, WRF Innovation in Data Science, and DIRAC Fellow
‡ LSSTC Data Science Fellow
Electromagnetic emission from NSBH mergers, which
is critical to achieve many of the science goals described
in the previous paragraph, is currently the subject
of considerable theoretical uncertainty (e.g., Mingarelli
et al. 2015; Hotokezaka & Nakar 2019; Barbieri et al.
2019). At this time, it is not clear whether optical/near-
infrared (NIR) counterparts to NSBH mergers exist,
and, if they do, what their properties might be. The
uncertainty in the nature of electromagnetic counter-
parts to NSBH mergers is driven primarily by (1) un-
certainties in the optical opacity of r-process elements
in low ionization states, which may be the dominant
opacity affecting spectrum synthesis in NSBH optical
counterparts (“kilonovae,” or “macronovae”), (2) a lack
of knowledge regarding the EOS of dense nuclear mat-
ter, which directly affects the distribution of the merger
ejecta and the post-merger nucleosynthesis, (3) an in-
complete theoretical picture of the properties of NSBH
matter outflows for all potential progenitor configura-
tions, and (4) the complexity of the multiphysics simu-
lations required to predict the observable properties of
NSBH mergers, which at various stages must include so-
phisticated treatments of magnetohydrodynamics, Gen-
eral Relativity, neutrino transport, radiation transport,
and nucleosynthesis.
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To help characterize the uncertain nature of elec-
tromagnetic emission from NSBH mergers, we present
deep, synoptic, and red-sensitive limits on the opti-
cal/NIR emission from the NSBH merger S190814bv.
We obtained the limits from public, multi-band observa-
tions of the localization region of S190814bv conducted
by the Dark Energy Survey GW (DES-GW) collabora-
tion (Soares-Santos et al. 2019a), who used the Dark
Energy Camera (DECam, Flaugher et al. 2015) to tile
>98% of the localization probability roughly 10 times in
each of the i and z bands.
Section 2 gives an overview of the GW event and Sec-
tion 3 describes the DECam follow-up. Our analysis
methods are described in Section 4 and the results of
follow-up observations of candidates of interest are pre-
sented in Section 5. In Section 6, we quantify the com-
pleteness of our galaxy catalogs. In Section 7, we use
the limits obtained in the preceding analysis to con-
strain the ejecta mass, opacity, and viewing angle of
S190814bv. The constraints on the ejecta mass are used
to characterize the spin and the mass ratio of the pro-
genitor binary. We summarize our results and present
concluding remarks in Section 8.
2. S190814bv
The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Col-
laboration (2019a) detected the GW event S190814bv
on 2019-08-14 21:10:39 UT, using four independent
pipelines processing data from three GW interferom-
eters (LIGO Hanford, LIGO Livingston, and Virgo)
in triple coincidence. The false alarm rate of the
event was 2 × 10−33 Hz, or approximately one in 1025
years. The GW event was first classified as “Mass
Gap” with > 99% probability. A “mass gap” system
refers to a binary where the lighter companion has mass
3M < M < 5M, and no material is expected to be
ejected. The classification of S190814bv was revised
about 12 hours later (The LIGO Scientific Collabora-
tion and the Virgo Collaboration 2019b) based on new
parameter estimation obtained with the LALInference
oﬄine analysis pipeline (Veitch et al. 2015; Abbott et al.
2016) to an “NSBH” event with >99% probability. The
refined analysis also indicated that there should be < 1%
probability of having disrupted material surrounding the
resulting compact object. In this work, we observation-
ally probe the presence of remnant material that could
generate an optical/NIR signature (see Section 7) and
discuss the results in the context of the NSBH scenario.
LIGO/Virgo alerts with an “NSBH” classification re-
fer to events in which the lighter object has M ≤ 3M
and the heavier component has M ≥ 5M. The maxi-
mum mass of a neutron star, according the most extreme
viable EOS, is Mns,max ≈ 2.8M (O¨zel & Freire 2016).
It is thus possible, given the LIGO/Virgo definition of
“NSBH,” that GW events classified as “NSBH” may ac-
tually be mergers of black holes having M ≥ 5M with
lower-mass black holes having Mns,max ≤ M ≤ 3M.
As the masses of the components of S190814bv are not
yet public, we cannot yet comment on this possibility.
S190814bv was localized to 23 deg2 at 90% confi-
dence. For comparison, the binary neutron star (BNS)
merger GW170817 was localized to 28 deg2 (Abbott
et al. 2017), then refined to 16 deg2 (Abbott et al. 2019),
and the three GW event candidates including neutron
stars identified during O3 before S190814bv were local-
ized to 7461 deg2 (S190425z; The LIGO Scientific Col-
laboration & The Virgo Collaboration 2019a), 1131 deg2
(S190426c; The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & The
Virgo Collaboration 2019b), and 31 deg2 (S190510g;
LIGO Scientific Collaboration & Virgo Collaboration
2019), with S190510g having a significant probability
of being non-astrophysical in origin. The precise local-
ization of S190814bv is largely due to the fact that (1)
it was detected with three GW interferometers and (2)
it had a favorable location in the sky with respect to the
antenna pattern of the detectors.
Despite the small localization area, the GW anal-
ysis places S190814bv at the fairly large distance of
267 ± 52 Mpc (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and
the Virgo Collaboration 2019b). This corresponds to a
volume of 5.26×104 Mpc3 for 90% area and 1σ distance,
or a volume of 1.09×105 Mpc3 for 90% area and 2σ dis-
tance. We focus the analysis presented in this paper
to the 2σ volume, corresponding to the redshift range
0.037 < z < 0.081.
3. DATASET
The initial “Mass Gap” classification made S190814bv
a suitable candidate for follow-up with DECam under
the NOAO program ID 2019B-0372 (PI Soares-Santos),
which conducts observations of binary black hole (BBH)
mergers, with the resulting data becoming immediately
public. The program was triggered within a few hours
of the merger, before the refined classification issued
by The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo
Collaboration (2019b). The first exposure was taken
roughly 7 hours after the merger at UTC 2019–08–15
06:32:43. Data were acquired on six distinct Chilean
calendar nights (2019–08–14, 2019–08–15, 2019–08–16,
2019–08–17, 2019–08–20, and 2019–08–30), lasting from
1.5 to 4.5 hours each night. The moon and weather con-
ditions steadily improved between the first and the last
nights of the run, and the exposure times were more than
twice as long in each filter at the end of the run than the
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beginning, resulting in a greater achieved depth. Figure
1 shows the locations of the DECam exposures obtained
during the run and processed in this analysis relative to
the LALInference skymap of S190814bv.
4. METHODS
We processed the raw DECam data as they were
taken, using the pipeline described in Goldstein et al.
(2019), now running on the Amazon Web Services Elas-
tic Compute Cloud (EC2) for increased reliability. For
each exposure, a c5.18xlarge spot EC2 instance with
72 vCPUs and 144GB of RAM was launched to as-
trometrically and photometrically calibrate the DE-
Cam CCD images in parallel, make references, per-
form subtractions, identify candidates, filter them using
autoScan (Goldstein et al. 2015), and perform aperture
photometry. Each exposure took roughly 20 minutes to
process, and the results were stored on the Amazon Sim-
ple Storage Service (S3). The median depths achieved
nightly during the follow-up campaign with DECam are
presented in Table 1.
4.1. Photometric redshifts
At the distance to S190814bv (∼250 Mpc), spectro-
scopic redshift catalogs are largely incomplete. We
therefore relied primarily on photometric redshifts of
transient host galaxies to assess whether transient can-
didates had distances consistent with the GW distance
of S190814bv. We carried out an oﬄine analysis of the
DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys (Dey et al. 2019) Data
Release 8 (DR8), which includes model-based photom-
etry from the DECam and from the Wide-field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE, Wright et al. 2010), to estimate
photometric redshifts for the galaxies in the S190814bv
localization region. By applying a Random Forest al-
gorithim to the DR8 data (Zhou et al. 2019, in prepa-
ration), we generated a photometric redshift catalog for
the entire DR8 footprint.
Due to its inclusion of data from Dark Energy Survey
(DES, Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016)
observations, the catalog fully covered the S190814bv
localization region. Catalogued sources with mz > 21
were excluded because beyond that threshold the ac-
curacy of the photometric redshifts rapidly degraded.
As explained in Section 6, the impact of restricting
our attention to candidates with potential host galax-
ies brighter than z = 21 has a negligible impact on our
completeness, with an expected loss in luminosity frac-
tion of < 3%.
Sources with photometric redshift uncertainties > 2×
the average photometric redshift uncertainty of all the
sources of a similar magnitude within a 1 deg radius
(±0.1 mag) were also excluded as potential hosts. The
distribution of photometric redshift uncertainties was es-
timated after rejecting stellar sources using a cut on the
morphology of the best-fit light profile. We also rejected
sources with Gaia parallaxes that are not compatible
with 0± 1.081 mas obtained from the analysis of paral-
laxes measured for quasars (Luri et al. 2018). Spectro-
scopic redshifts (primarily from the 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey, Colless et al. 2001) were considered instead of
photometric redshifts when available.
4.2. Candidate selection
We used the GROWTH Marshal (Kasliwal et al. 2019)
to display, filter, and assess candidates detected with our
image-subtraction pipeline. During the scanning pro-
cess, 519 candidates were saved that were located inside
the 95% probability area of the skymap.
The candidates were cross-matched to known solar
system objects from the IAU Minor Planet Center using
the astcheck1 utility. The cross-match radius between
candidates and known solar system objects was 100′′.
In addition to excluding known asteroids from our tran-
sient list, we identified elongated candidates (likely to
be fast-moving uncatalogued solar system objects) by
visual inspection and removed them.
The selection criteria for candidates to be reported in
this work were defined as follows:
1. No match with moving objects reported in the IAU
Minor Planet Center.
2. At least 2 detections in any filter with a time base-
line of ≥ 30 minutes to further reject fast moving
objects.
3. Location within the 95% probability contour of the
LALInference skymap.
4. 2σ photometric or spectroscopic redshift confi-
dence region (available before dedicated follow-up)
of the possible host (requiring mz < 21, see Sec-
tion 4.1) consistent with the redshift range cor-
responding corresponding to the 2σ GW distance
uncertainty from LIGO (0.037 < z < 0.081).
5. At least 3 detections with an autoScan score of
0.3 (to reject artifacts).
6. At least 10 DECam visits (including non-detections).
Most coordinates on the skymap had at least 20
visits (see Figure 1).
1 https://www.projectpluto.com/astcheck.htm
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Figure 1. Top row – Locations of DECam exposures processed in this analysis (black circles) relative to the S190814bv
LALInference skymap (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration 2019b), with color linearly proportional
to localization probability density. Bottom row – Bounding box of the top two plots (black square) relative to a global projection
of the LALInference skymap.
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Candidates discovered in real time were reported to
the Transient Name Server2 (TNS). New candidates
(Andreoni et al. 2019; Goldstein et al. 2019b,a) and
transient follow-up were reported via Gamma-ray Coor-
dinates Network (GCN) circulars during the follow-up
campaign. We used a radius of 20′′ to cross-match our
candidates with the photometric redshift catalog (see
Section 4.1), which corresponds to a physical distance
of 16 kpc at z = 0.037 and of 36 kpc at z = 0.081. A
total of 21 candidates survived the cuts. The candidates
passing the selection criteria are listed in Tables 2–3.
4.3. Candidate follow-up methods
The spectroscopic results presented in this paper in-
clude data obtained using Near Infrared Echellete Spec-
trometer (NIRES) and the Low Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (LRIS, Oke et al. 1995) at W. M. Keck
Observatory. The NIRES data were reduced using
the Spextool code (Cushing et al. 2004) adapted for
NIRES. The LRIS data were processed using lpipe,
the fully automated reduction pipeline for longslit spec-
troscopy described in Perley (2019). We observed three
potential candidates with the 10.4m Gran Telescopio de
Canarias (GTC, PI A. Castro-Tirado), located at the
observatory of Roque de los Muchachos in La Palma
(Canary Islands, Spain), equipped with the Optical
System for Imaging and low-intermediate-Resolution
Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS, Cepa et al. 2000).
GTC/OSIRIS spectra for the three targets were ob-
tained either with the R1000B or with the R1000R
grisms and a 1 arcsec slit covering the 3,700A˚–7,500A˚
or 5,100A˚–10,000A˚ range. The slit was placed in order
to cover the candidate location and the host galaxy cen-
tre. Data were reduced and calibrated using standard
routines. Optical images in the r-band filter were also
taken for the candidates with GTC. Photometric zero
points and astrometric calibration were computed using
the Pan-STARRS catalogue (Chambers et al. 2016). We
then performed point spread function (PSF) matching
photometry of the targets. Spectroscopy of one candi-
date of interest was also obtained with 10m Southern
African Large Telescope (SALT, Buckley et al. 2006,
PI Buckley) equipped with the Robert Stobie Spectro-
graph (RSS, Burgh et al. 2003; Kobulnicky et al. 2003).
The primary data reduction of the SALT/RSS spectra
was done using the PySALT package (Crawford et al.
2010), which accounts for basic CCD characteristics
(e.g., cross-talk, bias and gain correction) and cosmic
ray removal. Standard IRAF/Pyraf routines were then
used to undertake wavelength and relative flux calibra-
2 https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il
tions. Due to the design of SALT, which has a chang-
ing field-dependent entrance pupil, spectrophotometric
standard observations can only provide relative fluxes
(Buckley et al. 2018).
The photometric evolution of the most promising can-
didates was monitored using the optical imaging compo-
nent of the Infrared-Optical suite of instruments (IO:O)
on the 2m Liverpool Telescope (LT, Steele et al. 2004)
at Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos. All im-
ages were processed with the LT IO:O pipeline and im-
age subtraction was performed automatically using Pan-
STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) imaging as a reference,
using the methods described in Fremling et al. (2016).
Optical photometric follow-up data were also acquired
using the Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) telescope
network under proposal ID 2019B-0244 (PI Coughlin).
The LCO photometry was measured after subtracting
reference images from the Legacy Surveys archive using
the HOTPANTS package (Becker 2015). At infrared wave-
lengths we obtained photometry using the Wide-field In-
frared Camera (WIRC, Wilson et al. 2003) on the Palo-
mar 200-inch Hale telescope (P200). The P200/WIRC
data were reduced using a reduction pipeline developed
by members of our team (De et al., in preparation).
5. RESULTS
In this section, we describe the follow-up observa-
tions that were conducted to characterize each of the
21 objects that we selected as candidate counterparts to
S190814bv using the methods described in Section 4. In
addition, we discuss a selection of candidates that did
not pass our selection criteria, but that were reported
and extensively followed up in the first three weeks after
S190814bv. Most of the objects presented individually
were spectroscopically classified.
DG19qabkc/AT2019nqc—The candidate was first re-
ported in Andreoni et al. (2019) and appeared to be
∼ 2′′ offset from its host galaxy. Although no spectro-
scopic redshift was available, the photometric redshift
placed the host in the correct distance range (Goldstein
et al. 2019b). The candidate was photometrically con-
firmed in the optical (Herner et al. 2019b; Dichiara et al.
2019b,c) and we detected the transient in the near in-
frared at magnitude J ∼ 21.4 ± 0.2 on 2019-08-18 us-
ing P200/WIRC (De et al. 2019d). A flux upper limit
of F < 2.9 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Evans et al. 2019)
was placed using data acquired with the X–ray Tele-
scope (XRT, Burrows et al. 2005) on the space-based
Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory, hereafter referred to
as Swift. We observed DG19qabkc/AT2019nqc with
SALT/RSS starting on 2019-08-23 22:46:10 and two
consecutive 1200 s exposures were obtained using the
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Average Date ∆t mlim,i mlim,z mlim,i mlim,z Penc Penc Penc
(UT) (days) 5σ-phot 5σ-phot detection limit detection limit (i) (z) (i+ z)
2019-08-15 08:18 0.46 21.1 20.9 20.4 20.3 92% 94% 94%
2019-08-16 07:57 1.45 21.8 22.0 21.0 21.1 97% 97% 98%
2019-08-17 06:59 2.41 22.3 22.3 21.3 21.4 97% 97% 98%
2019-08-18 07:32 3.43 22.9 22.9 22.1 22.3 97% 97% 98%
2019-08-21 06:21 6.38 23.4 23.2 22.8 22.6 93% 93% 94%
2019-08-31 06:11 16.37 24.2 · · · 23.4 · · · 63% · · · 63%
Table 1. Median depth achieved during the follow-up of S190814bv. The dates correspond to the central time between the
first and the last epoch acquired on each observing night, and ∆t indicates the time lag from the merger time (The LIGO
Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration 2019a). The photometric depth corresponds to 5σ photometric magnitude
limits (column 3 and 4) and detection depth indicates the detection limit of the image-subtraction pipeline. All magnitudes are
calibrated to the AB system. The last three columns present the integrated probability of the S190814bv LALInference skymap
observed on each observing night, with the last column considering the observations in both i and z filters.
PG300 transmission grating, which covered the spec-
tral region 3300–9800A˚. The seeing was ∼ 1.7′′ and a
1.5′′ slit was used, giving an average resolving power
of ∼ 370, or a resolution of ∼ 18A˚. A strong broad
Hα line with a P-Cygni profile dominates the spectrum,
with a weak Hβ line in absorption, consistent with a
redshift of z = 0.077. A good match was obtained us-
ing SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) using SN2005cs, a
SN type II, 14 days after maximum (Figure 2, see also
Buckley et al. 2019). Our GTC/OSIRIS spectroscopic
observations confirmed DG19qabkc/AT2019nqc to be a
SN II at z = 0.078 ± 0.001 (Lopez-Cruz et al. 2019a).
We extensively monitored the transient with LCO and
LT imaging. The photometry that we obtained (Table 5)
confirms a slow evolution compatible with supernova be-
havior.
DG19wxnjc/AT2019npv—When the candidate was dis-
covered (Goldstein et al. 2019a) it appeared to be off-
set from its host galaxy, the photometric redshift of
which (z = 0.072 ± 0.056) was compatible with the
expected distance to S190814bv. The redshift of the
host was spectroscopically measured to be z = 0.056
(Jonker et al. 2019). The candidate was later confirmed
in the optical and near-infrared (Herner et al. 2019a;
Smartt et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019; Lipunov et al. 2019;
Wang et al. 2019), but no X–ray counterpart was de-
tected with Swift/XRT (F < 3.8× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1,
Evans et al. 2019) and no radio counterpart was detected
with the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
(ASKAP) (S943MHz < 75µJy; Dobie et al. 2019) and
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) (S6GHz <
12µJy; Mooley et al. 2019). Palmese et al. (2019) re-
ported a possible archival detection in DES data, ques-
tioning the transient nature of DG19wxnjc/AT2019npv.
Annis et al. (2019) produced precise photometry ob-
tained with nightly stacks of DECam data, indicating
the transient to be reddening at a rate ∆(i − z) ∼
0.05 mag day−1. The transient was also monitored pho-
tometrically with LCO and LT (see Coughlin et al. 2019,
and Table 5), which produced detections in the r, i and
z bands and a marginal detection g & 23.0 on 2019-08-
24 with LCO, further indicating the transient to be (or
to have become) red in color. We obtained one epoch of
P200/WIRC imaging of the transient in J band, and did
not detect the source to a 5σ limit of 21.4 AB mag, al-
though we caution that the photometry is contaminated
by host galaxy light.
We obtained one NIR spectrum of DG19wxnjc with
NIRES on the Keck II telescope on 2019 August 24
(De et al. 2019c,b). We acquired two sets of dithered
ABBA exposures on the transient location for a total ex-
posure time of 40 mins. The telluric standard HIP 7202
was used for flux calibration. The reduced and stacked
spectra showed a largely featureless continuum between
1.0 and 2.5 µm (Figure 2) along with a prominent P-
Cygni profile near 1.08 µm with an absorption velocity
of ≈ 7000 km s−1. This feature is consistent with He I
at the redshift of the host galaxy, in addition to a weak
hint for another He I feature at 2.05 µm, confirming the
classification of this source as a Type Ib/c supernova
and unrelated to S190814bv. Gomez et al. (2019) con-
firmed the SN Ib classification using the IMACS optical
spectrograph on the Magellan telescope.
desgw-190814j/AT2019nxe—The candidate was an-
nounced by Soares-Santos et al. (2019c) and was
independently detected with our image-subtraction
pipeline on multiple z-band epochs with internal name
DG19zcrpc. The photometric redshift of the host is
z = 0.106± 0.035. LCO photometry (Table 5) suggests
no significant g-band evolution between 2019-08-22 and
2019-08-25 and color r − i ' 0 on 2019-08-22. The
transient was observed with GTC in imaging and spec-
troscopy mode on 2019-08-23. The GTC/OSIRIS spec-
trum of desgw-190814j/AT2019nxe is compatible with
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a SN Ia at redshift z = 0.0777± 0.0005 (Castro-Tirado
et al. 2019).
DG19rzhoc/AT2019num—We identified this candidate
in DECam data (Goldstein et al. 2019a) and it was
independently confirmed in the same dataset (Herner
et al. 2019a), in images taken with the Reionization
and Transients Infrared Camera (RATIR3) on the 1.5m
Harold Johnson Telescope at the Observatorio Astro-
nomico Nacional on Sierra San Pedro Martir (Dichiara
et al. 2019a), and in VLT Survey Telescope (VST) im-
ages (Yang et al. 2019). We performed photometric
follow-up with LCO and LT (Table 5) which revealed
the transient to be slowly evolving on day timescales.
A Swift/XRT upper limit was placed at F < 4.1 ×
10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Evans et al. 2019). We obtained
one epoch of P200/WIRC imaging of the source in J
band and did not detect the source to a 5σ limit of
21.4 AB mag, although we caution that the transient
location is contaminated heavily with host galaxy light.
DG19rzhoc/AT2019num was spectroscopically classified
as a Type II SN at redshift z = 0.113 using the Good-
man High Throughput Spectrograph (GHTS) on the
4.1m Southern Astrophysical Research (SOAR) tele-
scope (Tucker et al. 2019b).
PS19epf/AT2019noq—The candidate was identified with
the Pan-STARRS1 telescope and reported on 2019-08-
15 (Huber et al. 2019). We independently detected
PS19epf/AT2019noq in DECam data starting on 2019-
08-15 06:44:29 with internal name DG19lsugc. The tran-
sient was classified as SN II at redshift z = 0.07 using
SOAR/GHTS (Rodr´ıguez et al. 2019). A pre-detection
of the transient in ZTF data 2 weeks before the GW
event further excluded its association with S190814bv.
DG19wgmjc/AT2019npw—This candidate was discov-
ered in DECam data (Andreoni et al. 2019) and flagged
as a high priority target because of the photometric red-
shift of the putative host z = 0.140 ± 0.054 being com-
patible with the distance of S190814bv (Goldstein et al.
2019b). The transient was confirmed with optical ob-
servations with other telescopes such as the Discovery
Channel Telescope (DCT; Dichiara et al. 2019b,c), VST
(Yang et al. 2019), and with our P200/WIRC imaging
observations (De et al. 2019d). Photometric measure-
ments on DECam data indicated no rapid optical evo-
lution (Fremling et al. 2019). A Swift/XRT upper limit
was placed at F < 4.3 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Evans
et al. 2019). DG19wgmjc/AT2019npw was eventually
3 www.ratir.org
classified as a Type IIb SN at redshift z = 0.163 using
SOAR/GHTS (Tucker et al. 2019b).
DG19sbzkc/AT2019ntr—We initially identified this can-
didate in DECam data (Goldstein et al. 2019a) and the
detection was confirmed using RATIR (Dichiara et al.
2019a) and VST (Yang et al. 2019). We note that
this transient did not pass the stricter selection criteria
adopted in this work (see Section 4.2) because its loca-
tion was visited 5 times, less than the 10-visit threshold
that we imposed. DG19sbzkc/AT2019ntr was spectro-
scopically classified as a SN II at redshift z = 0.2 using
SOAR/GHTS (Wiesner et al. 2019b).
desgw-190814q/AT2019obc—The candidate was found
and announced by the DESGW team (Soares-Santos
et al. 2019d) and we independently detected it with
our automatic pipeline from 2019-08-16 05:56:59 with
internal name DG19lkunc. Our DECam photometry
using Pan-STARRS1 templates was consistent with a
flat evolution until 2019-08-21 (Fremling et al. 2019).
We acquired P200/WIRC near-infrared imaging in Ks
band on MJD 58 717.492 and the transient was not de-
tected down to a 5σ limit of Ks > 20.72 AB magnitude.
desgw-190814q/AT2019obc was classified as a SN Ia few
days past its peak at redshift z = 0.216 ± 0.005 using
GTC/OSIRIS (Castro-Tirado et al. 2019).
ZTF19abkfmjp/SN2019mbq—The transient was discov-
ered with ZTF on 2019-07-30 (Nordin et al. 2019), before
S190814bv, and it was classified as a SN II at redshift
z = 0.104±0.013 with the SED Machine (Blagorodnova
et al. 2018) on the 60-inch telescope at Palomar Obser-
vatory. We automatically found the transient (dubbed
DG19fcmgc) in DECam data and it was also reported by
two other groups via GCN (Soares-Santos et al. 2019a;
Yang et al. 2019). Given the pre-detection with ZTF
and the SN classification, ZTF19abkfmjp/SN2019mbq
cannot be associated with S190814bv.
DG19gxuqc/AT2019paa—We obtained a spectrum of
this nuclear candidate with Keck/LRIS. The spectrum
was host-dominated, with common emission lines from
the galaxy that allowed us to place the host at redshift
z = 0.191, beyond the acceptable distance range for
S190814bv.
All candidates in Table 3 are ruled out based on their
photometric evolution being slower than 0.1 mag day−1.
This limit was adopted based on the photometric evo-
lution of GW170817, the best-studied kilonova to date.
GW170817 faded faster (almost 2 mag in g in 24 hours)
and reddened faster (from g − z = −0.3 to +1.3 in 24
hours) than any known or theorized transient (e.g., Cow-
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perthwaite et al. 2017; Kilpatrick et al. 2017; Drout et al.
2017; Kasliwal et al. 2017). Theoretical models (e.g.,
Tanaka et al. 2018; Bulla 2019; Hotokezaka & Nakar
2019) also suggest that kilonovae arising from mergers
with at least one NS are rapidly evolving transients. Re-
quiring a photometric evolution faster than 0.1 mag/day
to be considered a counterpart candidate is thus conser-
vative, corresponding to evolution more than an order
of magnitude slower than GW170817.
Other transients were published via GCN circulars,
but were not reported in Table 2–3 because they did
not pass our selection criteria or they were not detected
with our pipeline. Soares-Santos et al. (2019b) pub-
lished a complete list of candidates that they identi-
fied in DECam data in the first five nights of obser-
vations, including candidates identified in deep nightly
stacks. In addition to a number of candidates already
discussed in this section, we can associate only two more
candidates to galaxies with photometric redshifts com-
patible with the distance to S190814bv. In particular,
DG19zujoc/2019oac is located outside the 95% prob-
ability area of the LALInference skymap and desgw-
190814z/AT2019omx did not have enough visits to pass
our selection criteria (Section 4.2). In the available
epochs, we do not measure any significant variability.
Its photometric redshift of z = 0.21 ± 0.07 passed our
selection because we considered twice the uncertainties
on photometric redshifts, however its large value sug-
gests that the host galaxy is well beyond the distance
range of interest.
Three DECam candidates DG19zoonc/AT2019nyy,
DG19gyvx/AT2019thm, and DG19ggesc/AT2019paw
lie within a 20′′ radius from galaxies with photometric
redshift compatible with S190814bv, however underly-
ing galaxies at larger redshifts are most likely their host.
DG19ggesc/AT2019paw is also coincident with a red
stellar source detected with VISTA (Greggio et al. 2014).
Therefore we exclude that DG19zoonc/AT2019nyy,
DG19gyvx/AT2019thm, or DG19ggesc/AT2019paw are
associated with S190814bv.
Two objects labelled desgw-190814a/AT2019nmd and
desgw-190814b/AT2019nme were reported as transients
possibly associated with S190814bv (Soares-Santos et al.
2019a). These candidates were followed up with several
telescopes whose observations resulted in non-detections
(McBrien et al. 2019; Huber et al. 2019; Belkin et al.
2019; Evans et al. 2019; Corre et al. 2019). Querying
the IAU Minor Planet Center, we found that desgw-
190814a/AT2019nmd is consistent with the known as-
teroid (297025) 2010 GA33 (De et al. 2019a). Inspec-
tion of DECam images allowed us to show that desgw-
190814b/AT2019nme is a Solar System fast moving
object (Goldstein et al. 2019) absent from the Minor
Planet Center database. In conclusion, both desgw-
190814a/AT2019nmd and desgw-190814b/AT2019nme
were moving objects unrelated with S190814bv.
The transient labelled desgw-190814d/AT2019nqr was
first reported by (Herner et al. 2019b). The candidate
was detected twice with our automated pipeline (inter-
nal name DG19pihic), but the two detections occurred
only 2.2 minutes apart on 2019-08-16, too close in time
to pass our selection criteria of> 30 minutes between the
first and last detection. desgw-190814d/AT2019nqr was
later classified as a SN IIb using SOAR/GHTS (Tucker
et al. 2019a).
The candidate desgw-190814c/AT2019nqq (Herner
et al. 2019b; Tucker et al. 2019a; Goldstein et al. 2019b;
De et al. 2019d; Herner et al. 2019a; D’Avanzo et al.
2019; Dichiara et al. 2019a) was automatically de-
tected with our pipeline (dubbed DG19kxqic), but it
was not included in Table 2 because it lies outside
the LALInference 95% probability area of S190814bv.
desgw-190814c/AT2019nqq was classified as SN II at
z = 0.071 ± 0.001 using GTC/OSIRIS (Lopez-Cruz
et al. 2019b).
Other two candidates were reported, namely desgw-
190814f/AT2019nte (Herner et al. 2019a) and desgw-
190814r/AT2019odc (Soares-Santos et al. 2019b).
Follow-up observations were performed for both candi-
dates, fixing the redshifts of their putative host galaxies
to z = 0.054 ± 0.001 for desgw-190814r/AT2019odc (as
part of our GTC/OSIRIS observations, Hu et al. 2019)
and z = 0.0702 from the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey.
However, both candidates did not pass the quality and
reliability checks in our pipeline, in agreement with the
non-detection of transient signatures in the spectra.
Four additional candidates that were detected with
our pipeline were spectroscopically classified as SNe.
The photometric redshift of their putative hosts placed
them beyond the distance range for S190814bv. In par-
ticular, the spectrum of DG19rtekc/AT2019ntn (Gold-
stein et al. 2019a) obtained with SOAR/GHTS is consis-
tent with a SN Ia-CSM or a SN IIn at z = 0.1 (Rodr´ıguez
et al. 2019); the GTC/OSIRIS spectrum of desgw-
190814v/AT2019omt (Soares-Santos et al. 2019b) is con-
sistent with a SN II at z = 0.1564 ± 0.0005 (Hu et al.
2019); DG19gcwjc/AT2019ntp (Goldstein et al. 2019a)
was classified as a broad-line SN Ic with SOAR/GHTS
(Wiesner et al. 2019a); finally, the candidate desgw-
190814e/AT2019nqs (Herner et al. 2019b; Dichiara et al.
2019b) was classified as a Type Ia or Type Ibc SN at red-
shift z = 0.1263 using the X-shooter instrument on the
Very Large Telescope (VLT; Bruun et al. 2019).
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In summary, none of the transients unveiled during
this follow-up campaign appears to be a viable electro-
magnetic counterpart to the NSBH merger S190814bv.
Table 2. Subset of candidates discovered or independently detected by the DECam-GROWTH team during the follow-up of S190814bv
that were spectroscopically classified. The reported candidates passed the selection criteria described in Section 4.2. Specifically, they
lie within the 95% probability region of the LALInference skymap and are within 20′′ from galaxies whose redshifts (2σ uncertainty)
are compatible with the LIGO/Virgo distance (2σ). All the transients reported in this table were detected using the image-subtraction
pipeline described in Section 4. [∗] We note that DG19sbzkc was observed with < 10 visits and was added to this table for completeness.
Name IAU Name RA [deg] Decl. [deg] Offset [′′] spec-z Classification References
DG19qabkc AT2019nqc 22.265296 −32.705155 2.2 0.078 ±0.001 SN II Andreoni et al. (2019); Buckley
et al. (2019); Lopez-Cruz et al.
(2019a); Herner et al. (2019b);
Dichiara et al. (2019b); Goldstein
et al. (2019b); De et al. (2019d);
Dichiara et al. (2019c); Evans
et al. (2019); D’Avanzo et al.
(2019)
DG19wxnjc AT2019npv 13.384653 −23.832918 2.1 0.056 SN Ibc Goldstein et al. (2019a); De et al.
(2019b); Gomez et al. (2019);
Herner et al. (2019a); Evans
et al. (2019); Jonker et al. (2019);
Smartt et al. (2019); Chen et al.
(2019); Annis et al. (2019); Frem-
ling et al. (2019); De et al. (2019c);
Palmese et al. (2019); Dobie et al.
(2019); Lipunov et al. (2019);
Coughlin et al. (2019); Mooley
et al. (2019); Gomez et al. (2019);
Wang et al. (2019)
desgw-190814j AT2019nxe 11.570153 −24.372559 1.9 0.0777 SN Ia Soares-Santos et al. (2019c);
Castro-Tirado et al. (2019);
Soares-Santos et al. (2019b)
DG19rzhoc AT2019num 13.881677 −22.969021 1.9 0.113 SN II Goldstein et al. (2019a); Herner
et al. (2019a); Evans et al. (2019);
Dichiara et al. (2019a); Fremling
et al. (2019); Tucker et al. (2019b);
Corre et al. (2019); Yang et al.
(2019)
PS19epf AT2019noq 12.199507 −25.306523 5.0 0.07 SN II Huber et al. (2019); Rodr´ıguez
et al. (2019)
DG19wgmjc AT2019npw 13.968326 −25.783301 1.3 0.163 SN IIb Andreoni et al. (2019); Dichiara
et al. (2019b); Goldstein et al.
(2019b); De et al. (2019d);
Dichiara et al. (2019c); Herner
et al. (2019a); Evans et al. (2019);
Fremling et al. (2019); Tucker
et al. (2019b); Corre et al. (2019);
Yang et al. (2019)
DG19sbzkc* AT2019ntr 15.007883 −26.714390 11.6 0.2 SN II Goldstein et al. (2019a); Gold-
stein & Anand (2019); Dichiara
et al. (2019a); Soares-Santos et al.
(2019b); Wiesner et al. (2019b);
Corre et al. (2019); Yang et al.
(2019)
Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)
Name IAU Name RA [deg] Decl. [deg] Offset [′′] spec-z Classification References
desgw-190814q AT2019obc 14.566689 −24.139699 1.4 0.216 ±0.005 SN Ia Soares-Santos et al. (2019d);
Fremling et al. (2019); Soares-
Santos et al. (2019b); Castro-
Tirado et al. (2019)
ZTF19abkfmjp SN2019mbq 10.835364 −25.883974 1.0 0.104± 0.013 SN II Soares-Santos et al. (2019a); Yang
et al. (2019)
Table 3. Additional candidates discovered during the follow-up of S190814bv whose host galaxy redshift is compatible with the
LIGO/Virgo distance (2σ). These candidates are ruled out based on photometric evolution. The reported candidates passed the
selection criteria described in Section 4.2.
Name IAU Name RA [deg] Decl. [deg] Offset [′′] zphot σz 〈mi −mz〉 〈m˙i〉 [mag/day] 〈m˙z〉 [mag/day]
DG19aferc AT2019tig 14.517916 −26.083013 0.08 0.074 0.03 · · · −0.01 · · ·
DG19gxuqc AT2019paa 13.807414 −24.119017 0.40 0.116 0.06 0.01 −0.09 0.09
PS19ekfa AT2019nbp 11.739110 −24.361751 0.42 0.102 0.01 −0.18 0.01 0.03
DG19hqhjc AT2019nuj 12.257212 −23.234668 0.25 0.074 0.12 0.01 −0.01 0.00
DG19ilqnc AT2019tih 11.861086 −27.600835 14.41 0.217 0.08 · · · 0.03 · · ·
DG19kpykc AT2019nul 13.818560 −26.943068 0.44 0.095 0.01 −0.23 −0.07 −0.09
DG19tedsc AT2019tii 12.396721 −27.035924 0.21 0.055 0.03 · · · · · · · · ·
DG19wynuc AT2019tij 12.232094 −22.393476 0.32 0.157 0.11 0.43 −0.06 −0.02
DG19bpkf AT2019tiw 15.022907 −24.950557 0.70 0.218 0.07 · · · 0.01 · · ·
DG19bown AT2019tix 12.190325 −24.647386 4.27 0.190 0.07 −0.14 0.02 0.01
DG19ggesc AT2019paw 12.142854 −25.090528 19.47 0.285 0.13 0.23 0.00 0.03
DG19zoonc AT2019nyy 12.069377 −26.640810 11.52 0.212 0.07 · · · · · · −0.01
DG19gyvx AT2019thm 11.985939 −26.900779 18.73 0.233 0.09 · · · · · · · · ·
[a] DG19hcsgc, with Pan-STARRS1 pre-discovery on 2019-08-09
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Figure 2. Top panel – Optical spectroscopic follow-up of candidates found in the localization region. The black lines correspond
to binned versions of the unbinned reduced spectra shown in gray. GTC / OSIRIS and SALT spectra of DG 19qabkc show a
strong P-Cygni Hα line suggesting a Type II supernova at z = 0.08. GTC / OSIRIS spectra of DG19lkunc and DG19zcrpc are
consistent with SNe Ia at z = 0.21 and z = 0.08 respectively. Lower panel – Near-infrared spectrum of DG19wxnjc obtained
with Keck II / NIRES. The spectrum shows a prominent P-Cygni feature at ≈ 1.08µm, consistent with He I with an absorption
velocity of 7000 km s−1, classifying this source as a Type Ib/c supernova. These classifications rule out associations of these
sources to S190814bv.
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Figure 3. Light curves of all candidates presented in Table 2. The LCO and LT photometry upper limits are quoted to 3σ,
while DECam upper limits are quoted to 5σ. P200/WIRC photometry was not plotted because it is host contaminated. For
the transient PS19epf/AT2019noq, one measurement among the 6 available on day 16 was excluded.
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Figure 4. DECam light curves of eight of the thirteen candidates presented in Table 3. Light curves of the remaining five
candidates are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Light curves of the last five candidates presented in Table 3. The light curves of the other candidates in Table 3 are
shown in Figure 4.
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Table 4. Photometry of DECam candidates with LCO/IO:O, LT, and P200/WIRC. The LCO and LT
photometry upper limits are quoted to 3σ, while DECam upper limits are quoted to 5σ. P200/WIRC
photometry was obtained without image subtraction, thus the measurements are affected by host con-
taminations. The light curves are plotted in Figure 3.
Name IAU Name Date Telescope Filter m (AB) σm mlim
DG19qabkc AT2019nqc 2019-08-17 LT – – – –
2019-08-18 11:15 P200/WIRC J 21.4 0.2 –
2019-08-20 LT/IO:O – – – –
2019-08-21 LT/IO:O – – – –
2019-08-22 14:27:08 LCO g – – 23.0
2019-08-22 14:27:08 LCO r 23.93 0.7 –
2019-08-23 LT/IO:O – – – –
2019-08-25 LT/IO:O – – – –
DG19wxnjc AT2019npv 2019-08-21 11:22:33 P200/WIRC J – – 21.4
2019-08-21 12:57:36 LT/IO:O z 21.5 0.2 –
2019-08-22 16:41:46 LCO g – – 21.3
2019-08-22 16:41:46 LCO r – – 21.2
2019-08-22 16:41:46 LCO i – – 21.1
2019-08-24 02:41:42 LT/IO:O g – – 21.7
2019-08-24 02:48:54 LT/IO:O r – – 21.9
2019-08-24 02:56:06 LT/IO:O i 22.0 0.36 –
2019-08-24 03:03:10 LT/IO:O z 21.44 0.48 –
2019-08-24 19:28:04 LCO g – – 23
2019-08-24 19:28:04 LCO r 22.5 0.2 –
2019-08-24 19:28:04 LCO i 21.9 0.2 –
2019-08-26 02:39:50 LT/IO:O g – – 22.3
2019-08-26 02:47:02 LT/IO:O r – – 22.5
2019-08-26 02:54:14 LT/IO:O i 21.87 0.18 –
2019-08-26 03:01:26 LT/IO:O z 21.52 0.29 –
desgw-190814j AT2019nxe 2019-08-22 02:49:21 LT/IO:O i – – 20.8
2019-08-22 02:59:36 LT/IO:O r – – 21.7
2019-08-22 03:09:48 LT/IO:O g – – 21.9
2019-08-22 13:16:38 LCO g 22.92 0.3 –
2019-08-22 13:16:38 LCO r 22.51 0.2 –
2019-08-22 13:16:38 LCO i 22.5 0.3 –
2019-08-25 19:22:23 LCO g 23.0 0.3 –
2019-08-25 19:22:23 LCO r – – 22.5
2019-08-25 19:22:23 LCO i – – 21.8
DG19rzhoc AT2019num 2019-08-21 02:19:24 LT/IO:O i 21.32 0.22 –
2019-08-21 02:25:09 LT/IO:O z 21.55 0.3 –
2019-08-21 02:28:05 LT/IO:O z – – 21.1
2019-08-21 11:39:50 P200/WIRC J – – 21.4*
2019-08-22 02:14:28 LT/IO:O i – – 21.1
2019-08-22 02:24:41 LT/IO:O r – – 20.4
2019-08-22 02:34:52 LT/IO:O g – – 20.4
2019-08-22 13:44:36 LCO g – – 22.1
Table 4 continued
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Table 4 (continued)
Name IAU Name Date Telescope Filter m (AB) σm mlim
2019-08-22 13:44:36 LCO r 22.3 0.2 –
2019-08-22 13:44:36 LCO i 21.95 0.1 –
2019-08-26 11:30:44 LCO g – – 21.5
2019-08-26 11:30:44 LCO r 21.55 0.3 –
2019-08-26 11:30:44 LCO i 22.26 0.9 –
DG19wgmjc AT2019npw 2019-08-17 03:08:01 LT/IO:O i – – 19.5
2019-08-17 03:16:41 LT/IO:O z – – 20.40
2019-08-18 11:15:00 P200/WIRC J 21.2 0.18* –
2019-08-21 02:41:05 LT/IO:O i 21.21 0.2 –
2019-08-21 02:49:45 LT/IO:O z 21.31 0.28 –
2019-08-22 13:30:42 LCO g – – 21.4
2019-08-22 13:30:42 LCO r – – 23.0
2019-08-22 13:30:42 LCO i 22.0 0.2 –
2019-08-23 02:49:51 LT/IO:O i 21.39 0.18 –
2019-08-23 02:58:31 LT/IO:O z 99.0 99.0 20.9
2019-08-24 17:48:21 LCO g – – 21.3
2019-08-24 17:48:21 LCO r 21.94 0.2 –
2019-08-24 17:48:21 LCO i 21.74 0.2 –
desgw-190814q AT2019obc 2019-08-18 11:15:00 P200/WIRC Ks – – 20.7
[*] Photometry obtained without image subtraction
6. GALAXY CATALOG COMPLETENESS
The completeness of a synoptic follow-up campaign
such as the one conducted with DECam for S190814bv is
mainly limited by the area covered and the efficiency of
the transient detection pipeline. Once these two quanti-
ties are set, the ability to detect an EM counterpart be-
comes flux limited. Given a mean detection limit of 21.7
mag (Table 1), we were able to find transients with abso-
lute magnitude M ≤ −14.4 at a distance D = 163 Mpc,
M ≤ −15.4 at D = 267 Mpc, and M ≤ −16.1 at
D = 371 Mpc.
Several publications (for example, Nissanke et al.
2013; Singer et al. 2016; Gehrels et al. 2016) advocate
that galaxy-targeted follow-up of GW triggers can be
very effective when the event occurs within tens of mega-
parsecs. The discovery of AT2017gfo (the optical coun-
terpart to GW170817) using a galaxy-targeted strat-
egy is an example of success of this approach at a dis-
tance of 41 Mpc (Coulter et al. 2017). At distances
beyond ∼ 200 Mpc, galaxy catalogs become more in-
complete and, assuming a constant volumetric density,
the number of galaxies per distance interval increases
rapidly. Both these factors work disfavor galaxy tar-
geted searches, the former because many uncatalogued
galaxies at the distance of interest would be ignored,
the latter because more telescope time (usually lim-
ited especially for large aperture telescopes) is required
to image more galaxies at the same depth. Galaxy-
targeted searches are also affected by a detection effi-
ciency lower than 100% if image-subtraction techniques
are applied, even more if they are not. Gomez et al.
(2019) used the Magellan telescope to observe galaxies
possibly hosting the S190814bv merger. In their work,
Gomez et al. (2019) imaged 96 galaxies at 3σ magni-
tude limit i < 22.2, corresponding to Mi = −14.9 mag
at 267 Mpc. The sample includes all galaxies in the
GLADE catalog within the 50% probability volume with
luminosity ≥ 0.15L∗.
Here we estimate the completeness of a hypothetical
galaxy-targeted follow-up campaign in the 90% proba-
bility volume compared with our DECam analysis. As-
suming i) the same depth of the synoptic observations,
ii) a similar transient detection efficiency, and iii) unlim-
ited telescope time to observe all the cataloged galaxies
in the distance range of interest, the completeness of
a galaxy-targeted search would be directly dependent
on the galaxy catalog completeness and on the proper-
ties of the catalogued galaxies. The completeness of the
Galaxy List for the Advanced Detector Era (GLADE,
Da´lya et al. 2018) galaxy catalog compilation, calcu-
lated as integrated luminosity fraction over the 2σ red-
shift interval of S190814bv, is 5.5% (Figure 6). This
completeness point corresponds to B < 15.5 (de Vau-
couleurs et al. 1991; Corwin et al. 1994) for a Schechter
function as in Gehrels et al. (2016), where B = 15.5 is
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the magnitude at which the catalog is considered com-
plete.
The analysis presented in this paper took advantage
of photometric redshifts calculated from Legacy Surveys
and WISE photometry mainly to exclude from our sam-
ple those candidates likely associated with galaxies sig-
nificantly outside the distance range of S190814bv. As-
trophysical transients with no clear association to a host
galaxy were not excluded a priori, but their photometric
evolution was not rapid enough for them to be consid-
ered likely counterparts to S190814bv. Nevertheless, we
estimate the completeness that we could reach consid-
ering only a sample of transients found in the proximity
of galaxies present in the photometric redshift catalog.
Assuming a conservative limit of B = 21, we obtain a
completeness > 97% based on the luminosity fraction
in the 2σ distance range of S190814bv. Although it is
likely that the z < 21 excludes a large number of small,
faint galaxies with z > 21, we are still nearly complete
in luminosity.
We note that z-band luminosity is a much better proxy
for stellar mass than luminosity in bluer bands such as
B, such that the spread in z band mass-to-light ratio
is smaller than the range of B/z flux ratios amongst
galaxies. As a result, the stellar mass completeness of
the z < 21 subset of DECaLS would be expected to be
at least as high as the conservative B luminosity com-
pleteness estimated here.
The completeness estimated above assumes conditions
(i.e., unlimited telescope time) to observe all galaxies in
a GW event’s volume. However, this will rarely be the
case for events similar to S190819bv. To provide a more
realistic completeness given limited observing time, we
can compute the number of galaxies needed to be ob-
served in order to cover various luminosity fractions of
galaxies. Figure 7 shows the cumulative B-band lumi-
nosity fraction for the 947 GLADE galaxies found in
the 90% volume of S190819bv, where this distribution
is normalized by 1) the total luminosity of the GLADE
galaxies in this volume and 2) the total luminosity ex-
pected given a Schechter luminosity function (Gehrels
et al. 2016). A galaxy-targeted observing strategy would
have to observe 169 and 541 GLADE galaxies in order
to cover the top 50% and 90% of the total luminos-
ity, respectively. However, these numbers are signifi-
cantly higher assuming that the completeness is better
described by a Schechter luminosity function, where 307
galaxies are needed to cover 50% of the total luminosity
and reaches a maximum of 70% if all GLADE galaxies
are observed.
7. DISCUSSION
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Figure 6. Luminosity fraction (upper panel) and B-band
absolute magnitude limit (lower panel) as a function of lu-
minosity distance. These quantities were estimated for the
GLADE catalog (blue line) as well as for the Legacy Surveys
DR8 photometric redshifts (orange line). The 2σ distance
interval for S190819bv (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration
and the Virgo Collaboration 2019b) is delimited by the cyan-
colored dashed lines.
The results presented in Section 5 show that no viable
counterpart to S190814bv was discovered. In this section
we discuss the constraints that this non-detection places
on the astrophysical properties of the merger.
7.1. Kilonova models
We used the upper limits obtained with DECam and
kilonova simulations to constrain the parameter space
of the possible EM counterpart to S190814bv. Specif-
ically, we consider the kilonova models developed by
Bulla (2019) and Hotokezaka & Nakar (2019).
We first compare DECam limits to 2D kilonova mod-
els computed with the Monte Carlo radiative trans-
fer code possis (Bulla 2019). These models assume
a two-component ejecta geometry, with a lanthanide-
rich component distributed around the equatorial plane
and characterized by an half-opening angle φ and a
lanthanide-poor component at higher latitudes (see Fig-
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Figure 7. Cumulative luminosity fraction of GLADE galax-
ies in the S190819bv 90% volume normalized by 1) the total
B-band luminosity of the GLADE galaxies in this volume
(blue line), and 2) the total B-band luminosity expected
given a Schechter function (red line) with parameters de-
scribed in Gehrels et al. (2016).
ure 1 in Bulla et al. 2019). Radiative transfer calcula-
tions are then performed to predict spectral time series
for 11 different viewing angles, from which broad-band
light-curves can be easily extracted. For our analysis, we
choose φ = 15◦ and φ = 30◦ guided by numerical sim-
ulations (Kawaguchi et al. 2016; Ferna´ndez et al. 2017)
and calculate light curves for ejecta masses Mej between
0.01 and 0.10 M (step size 0.01 M).
The top panels of Figure 8 show which modelled
light curves are ruled out by DECam i−band (left) and
z−band (right) limits for different distance assumptions
(215, 267 and 319 Mpc from light to dark blue). As
expected, more models are brighter than the limits and
thus ruled out at closer compared to farther distances.
Interestingly, we find that the most constraining limit is
the z−band point at 3.4 days (z=22.3 mag), with all the
other limits bringing no improvement in terms of ruling
out models. We note that comparable deep limits at ear-
lier epochs, when the kilonova is intrinsically brighter,
would have been extremely important to constrain the
parameter space more strongly.
The bottom panels of Figure 8 show what region of
the Mej - viewing angle parameter space is ruled out for
φ = 15◦ (left) and φ = 30◦ (right). The brightest kilo-
novae in the modelled grid are predicted at high Mej
and for polar viewing angles (system viewed face-on,
θobs = 0 and cos θobs = 1). These models are there-
fore the first to be ruled out by DECam limits (upper-
right corner in the Mej - viewing angle parameter space).
Stronger constraints are found for closer distances (see
above) and smaller φ angles as the larger contribution of
the lanthanide-poor compared to lanthanide-rich com-
ponent leads to an intrinsically brighter kilonova. We
note that the best-fit model to GW170817 in this grid
(Mej = 0.05 M, φ = 30◦ and cos θobs = 0.9, Dhawan
et al. 2019) would be slightly fainter and thus hidden
below DECam limits at 267 Mpc. To summarise, ejecta
masses are constrained to Mej < 0.04 M in the most
optimistic case assuming the nearest consistent distance
of 215 Mpc, φ = 15◦ and cos θobs = 1 (face-on). A
more conservative constraint (Mej . 0.10 M) is in-
stead found for farther distances, viewing angles closer
to the equatorial plane and larger φ values.
Figure 9 presents upper limits on the ejecta mass ob-
tained using a different approach. We assume a spher-
ical ejecta with a power-law density profile ρ ∝ v−n
for vmin < v < vmax and calculate the emission using
the heating rate formalism and light curve modeling de-
scribed in Hotokezaka & Nakar (2019). The outflow pa-
rameters are vmin = 0.1c, vmax = 0.4c and n = 4.5. The
composition that we consider is of r-process elements
with atomic mass 85 ≤ A ≤ 209 and a solar abundance
pattern. The heating-rate calculation includes only β-
decay. We assume further that the entire ejecta can be
characterised by a single grey opacity parameter κ and
vary the value of κ. The shaded regions in the Mej-κ
space in Figure 9 are where the light curve is brighter
than the upper limits we have for this event. The conclu-
sion from this figure is that the ejecta cannot have more
than ∼ 0.05 M of ejecta that is not lanthanide rich at
a distance of 267 Mpc, or ∼ 0.03 M at an optimistic
distance of 215 Mpc. This conclusion is in agreement
with the results obtained with the Bulla (2019) kilonova
models under favorable (θ . 30◦) viewing angles.
7.2. Constraints on the merging binary
A constraint on the amount of mass ejected by the
merger can be translated into constraints on the initial
parameters of the merging objects. Given the mass ratio
of the binary Q = MBH/MNS, the dimensionless com-
ponent of the initial black hole spin aligned with the
orbital angular momentum (χaligned), the compactness
of the neutron star CNS = GMNS/(RNSc
2), we have at
our disposal analytical fits to the results of merger sim-
ulations that predict whether the neutron star disrupts
before plunging into the black hole and, if disruption
occurs, the mass Mout that remains outside of the black
hole after merger (Foucart 2012; Foucart et al. 2018)
with ∼ 15% relative uncertainty. We also have an an-
alytical fit predicting the amount of mass Mdyn ejected
during disruption (Kawaguchi et al. 2016). Finally, we
know that, conservatively, & 10% of the matter ini-
tially bound in an accretion disk around the remnant
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Figure 8. The limits obtained with DECam observations excluded regions of the parameter space for given kilonova models. In
this figure we consider models obtained with the Monte Carlo radiative transfer code possis (Bulla 2019) whose key parameters
are the viewing angle θobs, the half-opening angle of an equatorial lanthanide-rich component φ, and the ejecta mass Mej . Top –
i (left) and z (right) band light curves of kilonovae ruled out using the multi-band DECam upper limits (Table 1), here marked
with triangles. Bottom – Using the multi-band DECam upper limits, regions of the ejecta mass and viewing angle parameter
space can be ruled out using φ = 15◦ (left) and φ = 30◦ (right). The best-fit model to GW170817 in this grid (Mej = 0.05 M,
φ = 30◦ and cos θobs = 0.9, Dhawan et al. 2019) is marked with a yellow star in the right panel. Both the top and bottom plots
show that constraints on the models are more stringent if lower distances to S190814bv are considered. Here we used distances
of 319 Mpc (dark blue patches), 267 Mpc (light blue patches), and 215 Mpc (cyan patches).
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Figure 9. Constraints on the ejecta mass (Mej) and opac-
ity (κ) phase space obtained using multi-band DECam up-
per limits (Table 1) and the kilonova models described in
Hotokezaka & Nakar (2019). Similarly to Figure 8, the con-
straints become more significant assuming lower distances to
the merger.
black hole will be ejected in magnetically-driven and/or
neutrino-driven winds, and during viscous expansion of
the disk (Fernandez & Metzger 2013; Ferna´ndez et al.
2015; Siegel & Metzger 2017; Christie et al. 2019).4 Ac-
cordingly, we make the conservative assumption that
Mej &Mdyn + 0.1(Mout −Mdyn). (1)
In Figure 10, we show constraints on the parameter
space of black hole-neutron star binaries assuming (a)
Mej = 0.03M and (b) Mej = 0.1M. We compute
Mout as in Foucart et al. (2018), and Mdyn using a refit
of the data presented in Kawaguchi et al. (2016), aiming
at more physical behavior for compact neutron stars.
Practically, an upper bound on Mej can be interpreted
4 For low mass black holes leaving remnants comparable to the
initial conditions of existing 3D simulations, & 25% of the disk is
most likely ejected, but more compact disks around massive black
holes eject a smaller fraction of their disk.
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Figure 10. Constraints on the parameter space of black
hole-neutron star binaries assuming Mej < 0.03 M (top)
and Mej < 0.1 M (bottom). We show the highest possi-
ble value of the component of the black hole spin aligned
with the orbital momentum as a function of mass ratio
Q = MBH/MNS and tidal deformability ΛNS of the neutron
star. As the analytical models used to generate these con-
straints are only reliable for spins a/M2 . 0.9, we see that
we can only place reliable constraints for Mej < 0.03 M.
The figures are obtained assuming MNS = 1.4M, but as
the ejected mass is approximately proportional to MNS (at
fixed ΛNS), any choice in the range MNS ∼ (1.2 − 1.6)M
would give qualitatively similar constraints.
as a maximum possible value of χaligned for each choice of
mass ratio and dimensionless neutron star deformability
(Q,ΛNS), as in Fig. 10. The dimensionless neutron star
deformability is related to the neutron star EOS, and is
given by
ΛNS =
λc10
G4M5NS
, (2)
where λ = 2k2R
5
NS/(3G) and k2 is the so-called “Love
number” (see, e.g., Flanagan & Hinderer 2008; Hinderer
et al. 2010). Alternatively, we could derive an upper
bound on ΛNS at fixed χaligned.
From Figure 10, we see that the conservative bound
Mej < 0.1M does not provide very meaningful con-
straints on the parameter space of the binary, especially
considering that fitting formulae are not properly cali-
brated above χaligned = 0.9. With the less certain bound
Mej < 0.03M, on the other hand, we can rule out many
systems with large neutron stars and/or high (aligned)
black hole spins.
Assuming Λ < 800 (the largest value allowed by
GW170817 for a 1.4 M NS, Abbott et al. 2017) and
Mej < 0.03 M, the data constrain the BH spin compo-
nent aligned with the orbital momentum to be χ < 0.7
for mass ratios Q < 6. This constraint becomes looser
for more compact stars (lower Λ), and tighter for less
compact stars (larger Λ).
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented deep synoptic lim-
its on the optical counterpart to the NSBH merger
S190814bv by analyzing publicly available data from
a DECam imaging campaign. We identified dozens of
counterpart candidates, and systematically ruled each
of them out using the results of a global follow-up cam-
paign undertaken by our group and the community.
Real-time data analysis and prompt follow-up allowed
the candidates to be classified at timescales from hours
to days. Based on our lack of identification of an opti-
cal counterpart, we used our detection limits and kilo-
nova models to constrain the allowable parameter space
for S190814bv. We found that the ejecta mass can be
poorly constrained at the far end of the distance prob-
ability distribution, however limits on the ejecta mass
of Mej . 0.05 M can be placed at a luminosity dis-
tance of 267 Mpc at polar viewing angles or assuming
an opacity κ < 2 cm2g−1. A more stringent limit of
Mej . 0.03 M can be placed assuming a distance of
215 Mpc. Using the constrains that we obtained for
the ejecta mass, we showed how the phase space of the
NSBH binary system can also be constrained. In par-
ticular, reliable constraints on the highest possible value
of the BH spin component aligned with the orbital mo-
mentum as a function of Q and ΛNS can be placed for
Mej < 0.03 M. In that regime, we can constrain the
spin component to be χ < 0.7 for mass ratios Q < 6.
The non-detection of a viable counterpart to S190814bv
is also consistent with the progenitor being a low-mass
binary BH, rather than a NSBH system.
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Follow-up observations of new NSBH mergers with
DECam and transient characterization with telescope
networks have great potential to unveil electromagnetic
counterparts during O3 and beyond. Non-detections
such as this one can significantly constrain the parame-
ter space of NSBH merger and kilonova models. In the
near future, follow-up campaigns with LSST will allow
us to probe NSBH mergers deeper and at larger dis-
tances.
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APPENDIX
Table 5. DECam photometry of candidates listed in Tables 2
and 3.
Internal Name MJD Filter m σm mlim
DG19aferc 58710.294884 i · · · · · · 21.15
DG19aferc 58710.295921 z · · · · · · 21.30
DG19aferc 58711.250669 i · · · · · · 21.12
DG19aferc 58711.267294 i · · · · · · 20.98
DG19aferc 58711.327283 i · · · · · · 21.88
DG19aferc 58711.359925 i · · · · · · 21.87
DG19aferc 58712.240520 i · · · · · · 22.05
DG19aferc 58712.242019 z · · · · · · 22.65
DG19aferc 58712.299779 i · · · · · · 21.92
DG19aferc 58712.316480 i · · · · · · 22.20
DG19aferc 58712.377441 i · · · · · · 21.90
DG19aferc 58712.378929 z · · · · · · 21.52
DG19aferc 58713.266558 i 22.12 0.14 22.63
DG19aferc 58713.283160 i 22.34 0.14 22.86
DG19aferc 58713.348863 i · · · · · · 22.69
DG19aferc 58713.370145 i 22.15 0.13 22.75
DG19aferc 58716.196156 i 22.46 0.09 23.52
DG19aferc 58716.217530 i 21.99 0.07 23.35
DG19aferc 58716.260514 i 22.41 0.12 23.04
DG19aferc 58716.281851 i 22.42 0.11 23.18
DG19aferc 58726.197980 i 22.43 0.06 23.99
DG19aferc 58726.239776 i 22.24 0.06 24.11
DG19bown 58710.275153 i · · · · · · 20.61
DG19bown 58710.280991 z · · · · · · 21.07
DG19bown 58710.282368 i · · · · · · 21.31
DG19bown 58710.283386 z · · · · · · 20.27
DG19bown 58710.327043 i · · · · · · 20.20
DG19bown 58710.332884 z · · · · · · 19.97
DG19bown 58710.334265 i · · · · · · 20.23
DG19bown 58710.335291 z · · · · · · 20.38
DG19bown 58711.231432 z · · · · · · 21.71
DG19bown 58711.234090 i · · · · · · 21.18
DG19bown 58711.243856 z · · · · · · 21.22
DG19bown 58711.310105 i · · · · · · 21.81
DG19bown 58711.320161 z · · · · · · 22.15
DG19bown 58712.204660 z · · · · · · 22.03
DG19bown 58712.207300 i · · · · · · 21.90
DG19bown 58712.217093 z · · · · · · 22.17
DG19bown 58712.280436 z · · · · · · 22.11
DG19bown 58712.283084 i · · · · · · 22.00
DG19bown 58712.292874 z · · · · · · 22.01
DG19bown 58712.358145 z · · · · · · 22.34
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Internal Name MJD Filter m σm mlim
DG19bown 58712.360780 i · · · · · · 22.01
DG19bown 58712.370635 z 22.16 0.19 22.29
DG19bown 58713.247322 z · · · · · · 22.67
DG19bown 58713.249972 i · · · · · · 22.30
DG19bown 58713.259765 z · · · · · · 22.76
DG19bown 58713.324292 z 22.72 0.20 22.84
DG19bown 58713.327524 i · · · · · · 22.77
DG19bown 58713.340233 z · · · · · · 22.78
DG19bown 58716.171752 z 22.90 0.14 23.43
DG19bown 58716.174965 i 22.94 0.13 23.56
DG19bown 58716.187630 z 23.00 0.14 23.52
DG19bown 58716.236111 z 22.88 0.19 23.07
DG19bown 58716.239337 i 22.89 0.17 23.18
DG19bown 58716.251989 z 22.74 0.17 22.99
DG19bown 58716.300714 z · · · · · · 22.65
DG19bown 58716.303928 i 22.68 0.18 22.89
DG19bown 58716.316802 z · · · · · · 22.73
DG19bown 58726.200897 i 23.24 0.11 24.02
DG19bown 58726.221691 i 23.12 0.09 24.22
DG19bown 58726.242668 i 23.14 0.08 24.28
DG19bpkf 58711.267294 i · · · · · · 20.92
DG19bpkf 58711.268777 z · · · · · · 21.04
DG19bpkf 58711.345896 z · · · · · · 21.85
DG19bpkf 58711.359925 i · · · · · · 21.82
DG19bpkf 58712.240520 i · · · · · · 22.00
DG19bpkf 58712.242019 z · · · · · · 22.07
DG19bpkf 58712.316480 i · · · · · · 22.15
DG19bpkf 58712.317973 z · · · · · · 22.56
DG19bpkf 58713.283160 i · · · · · · 22.85
DG19bpkf 58713.284657 z · · · · · · 22.96
DG19bpkf 58713.370145 i 22.82 0.21 22.87
DG19bpkf 58713.372217 z · · · · · · 22.51
DG19bpkf 58716.217530 i · · · · · · 23.31
DG19bpkf 58716.219595 z · · · · · · 23.24
DG19bpkf 58716.281851 i · · · · · · 23.22
DG19bpkf 58716.283904 z · · · · · · 23.04
DG19bpkf 58726.197980 i 23.22 0.11 24.06
DG19bpkf 58726.218800 i 23.41 0.10 24.29
DG19bpkf 58726.239776 i 23.70 0.14 24.18
DG19fcmgc 58710.272724 i 18.75 0.04 21.33
DG19fcmgc 58710.273768 z 18.58 0.03 21.01
DG19fcmgc 58711.229951 i 18.72 0.04 20.87
DG19fcmgc 58711.305961 i 18.78 0.03 21.67
DG19fcmgc 58712.278943 i 18.75 0.03 22.25
DG19fcmgc 58712.356658 i 18.75 0.03 22.10
DG19fcmgc 58713.245809 i 18.80 0.02 22.40
DG19fcmgc 58713.322221 i 18.73 0.03 22.80
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Internal Name MJD Filter m σm mlim
DG19fcmgc 58716.169683 i 18.79 0.03 23.48
DG19fcmgc 58716.234025 i 18.79 0.03 23.26
DG19fcmgc 58716.298638 i 18.78 0.03 22.71
DG19ggesc 58710.279955 i · · · · · · 20.69
DG19ggesc 58710.280991 z · · · · · · 21.09
DG19ggesc 58710.332884 z · · · · · · 19.94
DG19ggesc 58711.231432 z · · · · · · 21.73
DG19ggesc 58711.242363 i · · · · · · 21.20
DG19ggesc 58711.243856 z · · · · · · 21.24
DG19ggesc 58711.318679 i · · · · · · 22.11
DG19ggesc 58711.320161 z · · · · · · 22.16
DG19ggesc 58712.204660 z 21.32 0.12 21.99
DG19ggesc 58712.215600 i · · · · · · 21.92
DG19ggesc 58712.217093 z 21.81 0.15 22.20
DG19ggesc 58712.280436 z · · · · · · 22.10
DG19ggesc 58712.291373 i · · · · · · 22.27
DG19ggesc 58712.292874 z 21.97 0.20 22.04
DG19ggesc 58712.358145 z · · · · · · 22.34
DG19ggesc 58712.369148 i · · · · · · 22.31
DG19ggesc 58712.370635 z · · · · · · 22.32
DG19ggesc 58713.247322 z · · · · · · 22.65
DG19ggesc 58713.258267 i · · · · · · 22.59
DG19ggesc 58713.259765 z 22.67 0.20 22.76
DG19ggesc 58713.324292 z 22.76 0.20 22.85
DG19ggesc 58713.338159 i · · · · · · 22.79
DG19ggesc 58713.340233 z 22.34 0.15 22.77
DG19ggesc 58716.171752 z 22.58 0.10 23.41
DG19ggesc 58716.185565 i 23.15 0.15 23.60
DG19ggesc 58716.187630 z 22.60 0.10 23.47
DG19ggesc 58716.236111 z 22.69 0.15 23.07
DG19ggesc 58716.249927 i 22.74 0.14 23.24
DG19ggesc 58716.251989 z 22.72 0.17 22.99
DG19ggesc 58716.300714 z · · · · · · 22.60
DG19ggesc 58716.314735 i 22.55 0.19 22.76
DG19ggesc 58716.316802 z · · · · · · 22.68
DG19ggesc 58726.200897 i 22.79 0.09 23.95
DG19ggesc 58726.203772 i 23.10 0.13 23.71
DG19ggesc 58726.221691 i 23.00 0.09 24.13
DG19ggesc 58726.224569 i 23.07 0.08 24.23
DG19ggesc 58726.242668 i 22.89 0.08 24.18
DG19ggesc 58726.245540 i 23.06 0.10 24.07
DG19gxuqc 58710.282368 i · · · · · · 21.08
DG19gxuqc 58710.283386 z · · · · · · 20.33
DG19gxuqc 58710.334265 i · · · · · · 20.42
DG19gxuqc 58710.335291 z · · · · · · 20.39
DG19gxuqc 58711.246513 i · · · · · · 21.21
DG19gxuqc 58711.247990 z · · · · · · 21.73
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Internal Name MJD Filter m σm mlim
DG19gxuqc 58711.323118 i · · · · · · 22.05
DG19gxuqc 58711.324621 z · · · · · · 22.24
DG19gxuqc 58712.219736 i · · · · · · 21.96
DG19gxuqc 58712.221236 z · · · · · · 22.00
DG19gxuqc 58712.295533 i · · · · · · 22.02
DG19gxuqc 58712.297123 z · · · · · · 22.18
DG19gxuqc 58712.373291 i · · · · · · 22.24
DG19gxuqc 58713.262414 i · · · · · · 22.65
DG19gxuqc 58713.263892 z 22.64 0.19 22.80
DG19gxuqc 58713.343452 i · · · · · · 22.78
DG19gxuqc 58713.345519 z 22.39 0.16 22.72
DG19gxuqc 58716.190860 i 22.55 0.09 23.70
DG19gxuqc 58716.192927 z 22.81 0.11 23.52
DG19gxuqc 58716.255204 i 22.43 0.10 23.34
DG19gxuqc 58716.257275 z · · · · · · 22.92
DG19gxuqc 58716.320040 i 22.39 0.15 22.84
DG19gxuqc 58716.322111 z · · · · · · 22.59
DG19gyvx 58710.292479 i · · · · · · 21.06
DG19gyvx 58710.293513 z · · · · · · 20.98
DG19gyvx 58711.238232 i · · · · · · 21.43
DG19gyvx 58711.239722 z · · · · · · 21.73
DG19gyvx 58711.314532 i · · · · · · 21.88
DG19gyvx 58711.316028 z 22.27 0.21 22.30
DG19gyvx 58712.211452 i · · · · · · 22.07
DG19gyvx 58712.212956 z · · · · · · 22.09
DG19gyvx 58712.287228 i · · · · · · 22.16
DG19gyvx 58712.288735 z · · · · · · 22.07
DG19gyvx 58712.365007 i · · · · · · 22.29
DG19gyvx 58712.366493 z · · · · · · 22.46
DG19gyvx 58713.254130 i · · · · · · 22.57
DG19gyvx 58713.255616 z 22.65 0.20 22.76
DG19gyvx 58713.332843 i · · · · · · 22.69
DG19gyvx 58713.334931 z · · · · · · 22.60
DG19gyvx 58716.180267 i · · · · · · 23.65
DG19gyvx 58716.182342 z 22.75 0.11 23.54
DG19gyvx 58716.244655 i 22.69 0.17 23.30
DG19gyvx 58716.246714 z 22.79 0.16 23.13
DG19gyvx 58716.309431 i · · · · · · 23.11
DG19gyvx 58716.311507 z 22.47 0.16 22.84
DG19hcsgc 58710.276173 z 20.50 0.12 21.14
DG19hcsgc 58711.229951 i · · · · · · 21.07
DG19hcsgc 58711.231432 z 20.38 0.07 21.71
DG19hcsgc 58711.235569 z 20.32 0.09 21.38
DG19hcsgc 58711.305961 i 20.43 0.08 21.56
DG19hcsgc 58711.311879 z 20.42 0.05 22.13
DG19hcsgc 58712.203159 i · · · · · · 12.23
DG19hcsgc 58712.204660 z 20.31 0.05 22.03
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DG19hcsgc 58712.208802 z 20.62 0.06 22.06
DG19hcsgc 58712.278943 i 20.27 0.03 22.38
DG19hcsgc 58712.280436 z 20.61 0.06 22.08
DG19hcsgc 58712.284576 z 20.53 0.05 22.19
DG19hcsgc 58712.356658 i 20.46 0.05 22.09
DG19hcsgc 58712.358145 z 20.47 0.04 22.38
DG19hcsgc 58712.362257 z 20.36 0.04 22.31
DG19hcsgc 58713.245809 i 20.44 0.04 22.33
DG19hcsgc 58713.247322 z 20.39 0.03 22.69
DG19hcsgc 58713.251477 z 20.44 0.04 22.61
DG19hcsgc 58713.322221 i 20.20 0.03 22.69
DG19hcsgc 58713.324292 z 20.47 0.03 22.90
DG19hcsgc 58713.329599 z 20.44 0.04 22.78
DG19hcsgc 58716.169683 i 20.50 0.02 23.53
DG19hcsgc 58716.171752 z 20.68 0.03 23.47
DG19hcsgc 58716.177031 z 20.66 0.04 23.47
DG19hcsgc 58716.234025 i 20.59 0.02 23.31
DG19hcsgc 58716.236111 z 20.55 0.03 23.10
DG19hcsgc 58716.241409 z 20.53 0.03 23.04
DG19hcsgc 58716.298638 i 20.50 0.03 22.81
DG19hcsgc 58716.300714 z 20.51 0.04 22.64
DG19hcsgc 58716.306173 z 20.50 0.04 22.76
DG19hcsgc 58726.200897 i 20.56 0.02 23.93
DG19hcsgc 58726.221691 i 20.61 0.02 24.10
DG19hcsgc 58726.242668 i 20.57 0.02 24.18
DG19hqhjc 58710.277547 i · · · · · · 21.17
DG19hqhjc 58710.278567 z · · · · · · 20.76
DG19hqhjc 58711.235569 z · · · · · · 21.38
DG19hqhjc 58711.263132 i · · · · · · 20.69
DG19hqhjc 58711.310105 i · · · · · · 21.84
DG19hqhjc 58711.311879 z 21.95 0.20 22.13
DG19hqhjc 58711.340265 i · · · · · · 21.45
DG19hqhjc 58712.283084 i 21.10 0.09 22.12
DG19hqhjc 58712.312326 i · · · · · · 22.36
DG19hqhjc 58712.360780 i 21.41 0.13 22.04
DG19hqhjc 58712.362257 z 21.99 0.17 22.40
DG19hqhjc 58713.249972 i 21.89 0.14 22.36
DG19hqhjc 58713.251477 z 21.99 0.14 22.68
DG19hqhjc 58713.279009 i 22.21 0.14 22.74
DG19hqhjc 58713.327524 i 21.90 0.10 22.82
DG19hqhjc 58713.329599 z 22.02 0.13 22.82
DG19hqhjc 58713.364773 i 22.14 0.13 22.69
DG19hqhjc 58716.174965 i 21.97 0.06 23.64
DG19hqhjc 58716.177031 z 21.97 0.09 23.50
DG19hqhjc 58716.212200 i 22.13 0.08 23.37
DG19hqhjc 58716.239337 i 22.20 0.09 23.20
DG19hqhjc 58716.241409 z 21.95 0.11 23.07
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DG19hqhjc 58716.276562 i · · · · · · 22.97
DG19hqhjc 58716.303928 i 21.85 0.07 23.08
DG19hqhjc 58716.306173 z 22.11 0.13 22.88
DG19hqhjc 58726.209543 i 21.96 0.04 24.03
DG19hqhjc 58726.230348 i 21.83 0.03 24.16
DG19hqhjc 58726.251423 i 21.92 0.03 24.30
DG19ilqnc 58710.292479 i · · · · · · 21.09
DG19ilqnc 58710.293513 z · · · · · · 21.07
DG19ilqnc 58711.238232 i · · · · · · 21.29
DG19ilqnc 58711.314532 i · · · · · · 21.77
DG19ilqnc 58712.211452 i · · · · · · 21.97
DG19ilqnc 58712.287228 i · · · · · · 22.08
DG19ilqnc 58712.365007 i · · · · · · 22.18
DG19ilqnc 58713.254130 i 22.12 0.17 22.46
DG19ilqnc 58713.332843 i 21.99 0.14 22.53
DG19ilqnc 58716.180267 i 22.28 0.08 23.55
DG19ilqnc 58716.244655 i 22.55 0.13 23.17
DG19ilqnc 58716.309431 i 22.47 0.15 22.95
DG19kpykc 58710.285939 z · · · · · · 20.03
DG19kpykc 58711.250669 i · · · · · · 21.18
DG19kpykc 58711.252151 z · · · · · · 21.33
DG19kpykc 58711.327283 i 21.48 0.15 21.92
DG19kpykc 58711.328771 z · · · · · · 21.72
DG19kpykc 58712.377441 i · · · · · · 22.02
DG19kpykc 58712.378929 z 21.92 0.18 22.11
DG19kpykc 58713.266558 i 21.64 0.10 22.67
DG19kpykc 58713.348863 i 21.65 0.09 22.73
DG19kpykc 58716.196156 i 21.55 0.06 23.62
DG19kpykc 58716.198218 z 21.63 0.05 23.37
DG19kpykc 58716.260514 i 21.25 0.06 23.11
DG19lkunc 58711.246513 i · · · · · · 21.20
DG19lkunc 58711.247990 z · · · · · · 21.76
DG19lkunc 58711.323118 i 21.77 0.17 22.06
DG19lkunc 58711.324621 z 21.95 0.17 22.26
DG19lkunc 58712.219736 i · · · · · · 21.94
DG19lkunc 58712.221236 z · · · · · · 21.99
DG19lkunc 58712.295533 i · · · · · · 22.00
DG19lkunc 58712.297123 z 21.99 0.18 22.21
DG19lkunc 58712.373291 i 21.72 0.14 22.17
DG19lkunc 58712.374788 z 22.20 0.21 22.25
DG19lkunc 58713.262414 i 21.72 0.10 22.62
DG19lkunc 58713.263892 z 22.01 0.11 22.80
DG19lkunc 58713.343452 i 21.90 0.11 22.70
DG19lkunc 58713.345519 z 22.01 0.12 22.68
DG19lkunc 58716.190860 i 21.88 0.05 23.70
DG19lkunc 58716.192927 z 22.11 0.07 23.52
DG19lkunc 58716.255204 i 22.02 0.07 23.32
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DG19lkunc 58716.257275 z 22.17 0.12 22.91
DG19lkunc 58716.320040 i 22.01 0.09 22.93
DG19lkunc 58716.322111 z 22.06 0.13 22.65
DG19lsugc 58710.279955 i 20.10 0.14 20.64
DG19lsugc 58710.280991 z 20.06 0.10 21.06
DG19lsugc 58710.332884 z · · · · · · 19.95
DG19lsugc 58711.229951 i 20.10 0.12 20.83
DG19lsugc 58711.231432 z 20.26 0.07 21.74
DG19lsugc 58711.242363 i 20.09 0.10 21.19
DG19lsugc 58711.243856 z 20.29 0.10 21.25
DG19lsugc 58711.305961 i 19.87 0.06 21.69
DG19lsugc 58711.318679 i 20.05 0.08 22.09
DG19lsugc 58711.320161 z 20.20 0.06 22.15
DG19lsugc 58712.203159 i 19.97 0.06 21.66
DG19lsugc 58712.204660 z 20.13 0.05 22.03
DG19lsugc 58712.215600 i 20.06 0.08 21.90
DG19lsugc 58712.217093 z 20.15 0.05 22.19
DG19lsugc 58712.278943 i 20.06 0.06 22.19
DG19lsugc 58712.280436 z 20.01 0.05 22.10
DG19lsugc 58712.291373 i 20.12 0.07 22.26
DG19lsugc 58712.292874 z 20.19 0.06 22.04
DG19lsugc 58712.356658 i 20.11 0.06 22.12
DG19lsugc 58712.358145 z 20.08 0.06 22.34
DG19lsugc 58712.369148 i 20.07 0.07 22.28
DG19lsugc 58712.370635 z 20.13 0.06 22.30
DG19lsugc 58713.245809 i 20.07 0.05 22.38
DG19lsugc 58713.247322 z 20.14 0.04 22.67
DG19lsugc 58713.258267 i 20.03 0.07 22.57
DG19lsugc 58713.259765 z 20.11 0.05 22.77
DG19lsugc 58713.322221 i 20.13 0.05 22.73
DG19lsugc 58713.324292 z 20.14 0.04 22.87
DG19lsugc 58713.338159 i 20.01 0.08 22.77
DG19lsugc 58713.340233 z 20.18 0.05 22.75
DG19lsugc 58716.169683 i 20.06 0.06 23.44
DG19lsugc 58716.171752 z 20.14 0.06 23.42
DG19lsugc 58716.185565 i 20.04 0.07 23.59
DG19lsugc 58716.187630 z 20.14 0.05 23.54
DG19lsugc 58716.234025 i 20.10 0.05 23.23
DG19lsugc 58716.236111 z 20.15 0.04 23.10
DG19lsugc 58716.249927 i 20.05 0.07 23.25
DG19lsugc 58716.251989 z 20.15 0.05 23.01
DG19lsugc 58716.298638 i 20.09 0.05 22.86
DG19lsugc 58716.300714 z 20.11 0.05 22.60
DG19lsugc 58716.314735 i 20.06 0.07 22.76
DG19lsugc 58716.316802 z 20.13 0.05 22.71
DG19lsugc 58726.200897 i 20.14 0.04 23.99
DG19lsugc 58726.203772 i 20.12 0.05 23.78
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DG19lsugc 58726.221691 i 20.13 0.05 24.19
DG19lsugc 58726.242668 i 20.13 0.05 24.25
DG19lsugc 58726.245540 i 20.13 0.06 24.16
DG19qabkc 58710.300130 i · · · · · · 20.92
DG19qabkc 58710.301157 z · · · · · · 20.73
DG19qabkc 58711.271643 i 20.80 0.21 20.88
DG19qabkc 58711.273138 z · · · · · · 21.28
DG19qabkc 58711.284887 i 21.06 0.15 21.52
DG19qabkc 58711.286381 z 21.39 0.12 22.09
DG19qabkc 58711.349874 i 21.12 0.07 22.42
DG19qabkc 58711.351370 z 21.41 0.08 22.56
DG19qabkc 58711.366236 i 21.21 0.09 22.28
DG19qabkc 58711.367725 z 21.34 0.07 22.57
DG19qabkc 58712.244885 i 21.23 0.12 21.98
DG19qabkc 58712.246380 z 21.19 0.09 22.20
DG19qabkc 58712.321148 i 21.27 0.08 22.53
DG19qabkc 58712.322653 z 21.34 0.09 22.32
DG19qabkc 58712.334202 i 21.32 0.08 22.47
DG19qabkc 58712.335699 z 21.42 0.08 22.50
DG19qabkc 58713.287530 i 21.14 0.06 22.82
DG19qabkc 58713.289030 z 21.30 0.05 22.97
DG19qabkc 58713.300476 i 21.13 0.06 22.77
DG19qabkc 58713.301967 z 21.26 0.06 22.84
DG19qabkc 58713.375723 i 21.23 0.06 22.91
DG19qabkc 58713.377790 z 21.28 0.06 22.75
DG19qabkc 58716.223045 i 21.24 0.05 23.42
DG19qabkc 58716.225144 z 21.35 0.05 23.11
DG19qabkc 58716.287509 i 21.25 0.05 23.43
DG19qabkc 58716.289575 z 21.34 0.05 22.98
DG19rzhoc 58711.247990 z · · · · · · 21.70
DG19rzhoc 58711.263132 i · · · · · · 20.67
DG19rzhoc 58711.324621 z · · · · · · 22.17
DG19rzhoc 58711.340265 i · · · · · · 21.54
DG19rzhoc 58712.221236 z · · · · · · 21.95
DG19rzhoc 58712.297123 z 21.81 0.16 22.18
DG19rzhoc 58712.312326 i 22.15 0.18 22.37
DG19rzhoc 58712.374788 z 22.10 0.20 22.19
DG19rzhoc 58713.263892 z 22.04 0.12 22.73
DG19rzhoc 58713.279009 i 21.99 0.11 22.74
DG19rzhoc 58713.345519 z 22.02 0.12 22.69
DG19rzhoc 58713.364773 i 21.72 0.10 22.62
DG19rzhoc 58716.192927 z 21.79 0.05 23.43
DG19rzhoc 58716.212200 i 21.55 0.05 23.43
DG19rzhoc 58716.257275 z 21.60 0.07 22.85
DG19rzhoc 58716.276562 i 21.65 0.07 22.95
DG19rzhoc 58716.322111 z 21.64 0.10 22.54
DG19tedsc 58710.284914 i · · · · · · 20.35
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DG19tedsc 58710.285939 z · · · · · · 20.05
DG19tedsc 58710.293513 z · · · · · · 21.07
DG19tedsc 58711.238232 i · · · · · · 21.42
DG19tedsc 58711.314532 i · · · · · · 21.90
DG19tedsc 58712.211452 i · · · · · · 22.07
DG19tedsc 58712.287228 i · · · · · · 22.13
DG19tedsc 58712.365007 i · · · · · · 22.24
DG19tedsc 58713.254130 i · · · · · · 22.54
DG19tedsc 58713.332843 i · · · · · · 22.63
DG19tedsc 58716.180267 i 22.70 0.16 23.64
DG19tedsc 58716.244655 i 22.68 0.19 23.30
DG19tedsc 58716.309431 i 22.47 0.18 23.13
DG19wgmjc 58710.294884 i · · · · · · 21.17
DG19wgmjc 58711.252151 z · · · · · · 21.25
DG19wgmjc 58711.267294 i · · · · · · 20.89
DG19wgmjc 58711.318679 i 21.31 0.11 22.14
DG19wgmjc 58711.328771 z 21.57 0.18 21.78
DG19wgmjc 58711.359925 i 21.49 0.17 21.78
DG19wgmjc 58712.215600 i 21.40 0.14 21.91
DG19wgmjc 58712.240520 i 21.52 0.14 22.02
DG19wgmjc 58712.291373 i 21.35 0.10 22.26
DG19wgmjc 58712.316480 i 21.30 0.10 22.17
DG19wgmjc 58712.369148 i 21.45 0.12 22.19
DG19wgmjc 58712.378929 z 21.55 0.12 22.19
DG19wgmjc 58713.258267 i 21.36 0.08 22.56
DG19wgmjc 58713.283160 i 21.59 0.08 22.78
DG19wgmjc 58713.338159 i 21.32 0.08 22.54
DG19wgmjc 58713.370145 i 21.54 0.07 22.81
DG19wgmjc 58716.185565 i 21.54 0.05 23.64
DG19wgmjc 58716.198218 z 21.62 0.05 23.46
DG19wgmjc 58716.217530 i 21.48 0.05 23.27
DG19wgmjc 58716.249927 i 21.46 0.05 23.24
DG19wgmjc 58716.281851 i 21.42 0.05 23.10
DG19wgmjc 58716.314735 i 21.46 0.07 22.92
DG19wxnjc 58710.282368 i · · · · · · 21.05
DG19wxnjc 58710.334265 i · · · · · · 20.35
DG19wxnjc 58710.335291 z · · · · · · 20.33
DG19wxnjc 58711.246513 i · · · · · · 21.20
DG19wxnjc 58711.247990 z 21.26 0.14 21.75
DG19wxnjc 58711.323118 i 21.43 0.13 22.05
DG19wxnjc 58711.324621 z 21.20 0.09 22.23
DG19wxnjc 58712.219736 i 21.78 0.19 21.95
DG19wxnjc 58712.221236 z 21.26 0.11 22.02
DG19wxnjc 58712.295533 i 21.64 0.16 22.02
DG19wxnjc 58712.297123 z 21.27 0.09 22.19
DG19wxnjc 58712.373291 i 21.59 0.12 22.29
DG19wxnjc 58712.374788 z 21.19 0.08 22.31
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DG19wxnjc 58713.262414 i 21.66 0.10 22.67
DG19wxnjc 58713.263892 z 21.29 0.06 22.81
DG19wxnjc 58713.343452 i 21.69 0.08 22.84
DG19wxnjc 58713.345519 z 21.23 0.05 22.77
DG19wxnjc 58716.190860 i 21.78 0.06 23.67
DG19wxnjc 58716.192927 z 21.35 0.03 23.48
DG19wxnjc 58716.255204 i 21.67 0.06 23.31
DG19wxnjc 58716.257275 z 21.27 0.05 22.90
DG19wxnjc 58716.320040 i 21.74 0.09 22.78
DG19wxnjc 58716.322111 z 21.26 0.07 22.56
DG19wynuc 58710.277547 i · · · · · · 21.10
DG19wynuc 58710.278567 z · · · · · · 20.74
DG19wynuc 58710.329439 i · · · · · · 20.11
DG19wynuc 58711.264626 z · · · · · · 21.28
DG19wynuc 58711.341745 z · · · · · · 21.54
DG19wynuc 58712.237831 z · · · · · · 22.11
DG19wynuc 58712.313817 z · · · · · · 22.30
DG19wynuc 58713.280501 z 22.81 0.21 22.87
DG19wynuc 58713.366851 z 22.65 0.20 22.79
DG19wynuc 58716.214279 z 22.74 0.16 23.13
DG19wynuc 58716.278622 z 22.77 0.19 22.93
DG19wynuc 58716.343389 z 22.87 0.20 23.02
DG19wynuc 58726.206674 i 23.24 0.15 23.71
DG19wynuc 58726.209543 i 22.76 0.08 24.00
DG19wynuc 58726.227477 i 22.54 0.07 24.10
DG19wynuc 58726.230348 i 22.71 0.06 24.14
DG19wynuc 58726.248539 i 22.73 0.07 24.19
DG19wynuc 58726.251423 i 22.73 0.06 24.24
DG19zcrpc 58710.275153 i · · · · · · 20.59
DG19zcrpc 58710.276173 z · · · · · · 21.10
DG19zcrpc 58710.328065 z · · · · · · 20.10
DG19zcrpc 58711.231432 z · · · · · · 21.76
DG19zcrpc 58711.235569 z · · · · · · 21.35
DG19zcrpc 58711.311879 z 21.96 0.19 22.10
DG19zcrpc 58712.204660 z 21.64 0.16 22.01
DG19zcrpc 58712.208802 z 21.96 0.20 22.05
DG19zcrpc 58712.280436 z 21.54 0.13 22.12
DG19zcrpc 58712.284576 z 21.90 0.16 22.21
DG19zcrpc 58712.358145 z 22.29 0.20 22.39
DG19zcrpc 58712.360780 i · · · · · · 20.94
DG19zcrpc 58712.362257 z 22.04 0.17 22.31
DG19zcrpc 58713.247322 z 21.96 0.11 22.69
DG19zcrpc 58713.251477 z 21.96 0.12 22.62
DG19zcrpc 58713.324292 z 22.34 0.13 22.92
DG19zcrpc 58713.329599 z 21.99 0.11 22.80
DG19zcrpc 58716.171752 z 22.33 0.08 23.49
DG19zcrpc 58716.177031 z 22.25 0.08 23.47
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DG19zcrpc 58716.236111 z 22.32 0.11 23.10
DG19zcrpc 58716.241409 z 22.35 0.12 23.03
DG19zcrpc 58716.300714 z 21.93 0.11 22.65
DG19zcrpc 58716.306173 z 21.90 0.10 22.74
DG19zoonc 58710.293513 z · · · · · · 20.85
DG19zoonc 58711.239722 z · · · · · · 21.73
DG19zoonc 58711.316028 z · · · · · · 22.27
DG19zoonc 58712.211452 i · · · · · · 22.19
DG19zoonc 58712.212956 z 22.00 0.20 22.10
DG19zoonc 58712.288735 z 22.03 0.21 22.06
DG19zoonc 58712.366493 z · · · · · · 22.45
DG19zoonc 58713.255616 z 21.97 0.11 22.75
DG19zoonc 58713.334931 z 21.93 0.12 22.60
DG19zoonc 58716.182342 z 22.21 0.07 23.55
DG19zoonc 58716.246714 z 22.11 0.09 23.10
DG19zoonc 58716.311507 z 22.14 0.12 22.84
